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Former campus dorm saved for housing
An agreement has been made
that will save and restore Pancratia
Hall, one of the most visible
historic buildings on the Loretto
Heights campus. The plan calls for
renovating the former classroom
and dormitory building fronting on
Federal Boulevard into workforce
housing for more than 60 families.
The 1929 Gothic Revival-style
building was designed by architect
Harry Edbrooke, a nephew of
Frank Edbrooke, who designed
the campus’ signature Loretto
Academy Building in 1890.
Pancratia Hall is named for Sr.
Mary Pancratia Bonfils, the Sister
of Loretto who purchased the
campus site in 1888.
“Using Pancratia Hall as a
residence for families fits like
a glove with two of the vision
elements being established by
the community-based steering
committee for the Loretto Heights
area plan,” Councilman Flynn
said. Community members have
prioritized both preservation of as
many campus structures as feasible
and affordable housing for families.
Westside Investment Partners,

The 1929 Pancratia Hall classroom and dormitory building will be
preserved and converted into affordable housing.
which bought the Loretto Heights
campus nearly a year ago, made
the agreement with Hartman-Ely
Investments and Proximity Green.
Jim Hartman, one of the principals,
most recently did a conversion
of the historic Fruitdale School
in Wheat Ridge into affordable
housing units, and has 40 years of
experience in the field.

“I’d like to publicly acknowledge
the role played by Sheridan
City Councilwoman Sally
Daigle, an acquaintance of
Jim Hartman, who informed him
of the opportunity more than
a year ago,” the councilman
said. “Sometimes, a little bit of
serendipity rides to the rescue.”
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Flynn votes ‘no’ on development plan
Councilman Flynn was one of only two “no” votes in
April when City Council adopted Blueprint Denver,
a 20-year update to the land use and transportation
plan that guides development.
Flynn supports most of the content in the 300-page
plan. But he concluded its guidance for southwest
Denver’s suburban-style neighborhoods was too
vague to guarantee that it won’t be used to justify the
kind of out-of-character, rapid development that has
caused conflicts over growth in other neighborhoods.
“The city absolutely must plan for growth in a more
thoughtful and deliberate fashion,” Flynn said. “The
new Blueprint 2040 does it better than the 2002
version.” But it opens the door to scraping off singlefamily houses in areas such as Harvey Park, Bear
Valley and Fort Logan, and replacing them with multifamily buildings up to fourplexes.
“That is at odds with our suburban zoning context,
where unlike Capitol Hill, Highland or Baker, our multi-

family buildings aren’t in the midst of single family,”
Flynn said. In Denver’s zoning code, there are distinct
areas for single-family, multi-family and commercial
buildings. “That is our character, and Blueprint states it
should be preserved. I support that.”
But Blueprint also opens the door to allowing scrapeoffs in single-family zones to build up to four units
on a lot, in order to add density. “I do not support
that,” Flynn said. We have a large share of multifamily housing already, but not in the middle of a
single-family block like urban areas near downtown.
Assessor’s office data show that 40 percent of all
dwelling units in Council District 2 are in multi-family
structures.
“We will have to absorb our share of growth over
the next 20 years, but it needs to be where suburban
context guidelines place it, along major transit
corridors. Blueprint Denver says it respects the unique
character of each neighborhood. My ‘no’ vote was
my way of saying we’ll be watching to be sure.”

Councilman offers alternative to injection site
After voting no on a proposal that
would have authorized a facility
where people who inject illegal
drugs including heroin could do
so under supervision, Councilman
Flynn proposed an alternative way
to reduce overdose deaths and
increase rehabilitation rates that
has been effective in other cities.
“I read numerous analyses of the
so-called supervised injection sites
and was convinced it was the
wrong direction for Denver,” said
Councilman Flynn. “We’re looking
for a road out of the opioid crisis,
and I concluded the supervised
injection model was an endless
traffic circle on that road.”
Instead, the councilman is urging

the city to do what Dayton, Ohio,
has done to reduce overdose
deaths by more than 50 percent:
widespread free distribution of
naloxone, also known by the brand
name Narcan, the antidote to
opioid overdose.
Similar results have been seen in
Salt Lake City and elsewhere. You
can read a New York Times article
on Dayton’s success here: https://
tinyurl.com/Dayton-Opioids.
By contrast, in Vancouver, B.C.,
where a supervised injection
site has operated for 15 years,
overdose deaths there have
continued to set records each
year. “That doesn’t strike me as the
way to go,” Flynn said.

“I urge the administration to
consider acquiring large supplies of
naloxone and provide it to families
of persons who are injecting drugs,
to community-based organizations
that are out where people are
dying, instead of expecting people
with addiction to travel downtown
to a site that undoubtedly would
eventually see increased problems
with illegal drugs,” Flynn said.
Finally, the most urgent need in
addressing the opioid crisis is to
expand the capacity of detox and
rehab programs. When someone
is ready to choose to get out of
addiction, there must be room for
them at a reasonable cost.

This is the first High Points of 2019. I put publication on hold during election season. As a result, this edition is larger and
catches up with news from the past six months. Thank you for your patience – Kevin Flynn
Each issue of High Points is hand-delivered in selected neighborhoods. But the easiest way to keep up on city and
southwest Denver news is to sign up by email and have the newsletter sent to your inbox.
Get on our list by contacting dana.montano@denvergov.org or 720-337-2222
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Free transit rides to youths through August
Denver is partnering with RTD to provide free transit
fares for youth between ages 12 and 18 through Aug.
31. The pilot program is called “On MY Way!”
It is being funded through three city agencies — the
Office of Children’s Affairs, Parks and Recreation,
and Public Works. The youth riders also must use RTD’s
Mobile Ticketing app.
To participate in the On MY Way! youth summer
transportation program, students between 1218 years old must have a MY Denver Card and
complete a short online survey. To take the survey

WORKNOW paves path
to construction careers
With billions
of dollars in
construction
projects in
the pipeline
for Denver
over the next
decade,
the city is
participating
in a program
called
WORKNOW
that offers
employment recruitment, training and support for
people interested in construction careers.
The program helps to connect residents to training
and employment opportunities on large-scale
construction projects, and particularly for residents
who live in the areas that are directly affected by
those projects.
Denver’s Office of Economic Development
& Opportunity is a member of the Colorado
Resource Partner network, which is responsible
for presenting WORKNOW. This is Denver’s first
workforce development program striving to equalize
opportunities for all Coloradans by enabling inclusive,
diverse and skilled employment opportunities in
construction.
For more information about employment and training
opportunities through WORKNOW, call 720-389-0999 or
go to https://www.work-now.org.

and learn more, students can visit https://denvergov.
org/mydenvercard and download the RTD Mobile
Ticketing app website at https://tinyurl.com/RTD-OnMy-Way.

New rideshare pickup
rule at DIA
If you are a traveler at Denver International
Airport who uses ride-sharing services Lyft and
Uber via their smartphone apps, your pick-up
and drop-off location has changed.
Airport officials have directed those companies
that they must stop making pickups of arriving
passengers in the Level 6 departing passengers
lanes. Instead, Lyft and Uber drivers must pick up
their fares on the restricted commercial Level 5,
where taxis, rental
car shuttles, hotel
buses and limos
make pickups and
drop-offs.
Lyft and Uber must
also use Level 5
to drop off their
arriving riders.
The practice of
rideshare services
making pickups on
Level 6 had added
to the congestion
on that top level
as drivers from the
general public pull
up and look for
curb space to drop
off their passengers
to catch departing
flights.
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Councilman
Flynn, DPD District
4 Commander
Mark Fleecs and
other officers
brought the
new ATV to the
council office
after it was
delivered to the
police district.

Council office buys ATV for police
The council district office, using funds from its
annual budget, purchased a new Kawasaki AllTerrain Vehicle for Denver Police District 4 for use
when patrolling trails and hard-to-reach off-road
areas of southwest Denver.
The police department has purchased several
ATVs for use around the city, but they are stored
near downtown and would be difficult to transport
quickly if needed in southwest Denver. That’s when
Councilman Flynn allocated budget from the office

to purchase one to be kept in the police district.
Southwest Denver, closer to the foothills and west of
the South Platte River, has the most varied natural
terrain in the city, including the river, Bear Creek
and several gulches and wooded areas.
Police department fleet maintenance crews fitted
out the ATV with special accessories, including
flashing lights and siren, a bicycle rack, and secure
rear seats.

Bear Valley tennis project will add pickleball courts
Designers for the Bear Valley Park tennis courts
replacement project have included four new
pickleball courts to the scope of work. They will be in
addition to six new tennis courts that will replace the
deteriorating courts in the park on Dartmouth Avenue
at the foot of Saulsbury Street.
Both the tennis courts area and the pickleball courts
will be lighted for night play. The project has a $2
million allocation from the bond issue passed by
Denver voters in November 2017. Construction is
expected to begin later this year and be completed
in 2020.
Pickleball is a paddle sport that combines elements
of badminton, tennis and table tennis. It is played

with either two or four players using solid wood or
composite paddles and a plastic ball similar to a Wiffle
Ball.
During a public outreach meeting last year at Traylor
Elementary School, residents expressed a desire for
pickleball to be an option, even if it were to use one
of the six new tennis courts.
However, in November, Denver voters passed
Measure 2A, a sales tax to fund parks acquisition and
improvements. With that funding, parks planners were
able to assure a completely separate set of courts.
The plan includes new walks, benches and shade
structures.
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Study gauges cost of reviving theater
A study commissioned by
Councilman Flynn’s office in
partnership with the Loretto Heights
owner, Denver Arts & Venues and
the Bonfils-Stanton Foundation has
estimated it would take at least
$22 million to revive the May Bonfils
Stanton Theater at Loretto Heights.
“I won’t sugar-coat this – finding
an operator that can take over
the theater, invest in upgrades and
manage it is the key challenge,
and it will be a very difficult lift,”
Councilman Flynn said. “We will
need to dig hard and deep to
identify a feasible, financially
sustainable path forward in order
to rescue what could be southwest
metro Denver’s cultural and
performing arts center.”
At a community meeting on the
campus on June 1, Mayor Michael
Hancock pledged to find a way
to keep the dormant 1,000-seat
theater. The councilman has
suggested the city take it over
and manage it as it does Red
Rocks Amphitheater, the Denver
Coliseum and the downtown arts
complex.
Dozens of members of Denver’s
performing arts community and
our southwest neighborhoods
participated in two stakeholder
workshops during the study,
the most recent being June
11. The $75,000 study is being
conducted by a team led by
Keen Independent Research,
which also is working for the city
on a marketing analysis of the
Denver Performing Arts Complex
downtown.

Councilman Flynn and the consultant team from Keen Independent are
on stage touring the facility.

The estate of May Bonfils Stanton,
one of the daughters of Denver
Post founder Frederick Bonfils,
funded the original construction of
the theater in 1962. Major updating
is needed to bring the facility up
to current standards, particularly

public access and Americans with
Disabilities Act upgrades such as
elevators, all mechanical and
stage systems such as lighting
and audio, new bathrooms, and
parking.

You can keep track of the study,
and provide your input to the
consultant team, by going to this
website: https://tinyurl.com/LHTheater-Study.
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Federal Boulevard to get medians
The Colorado Department of Transportation,
working with the city to improve safety on Federal
Boulevard, will construct a raised median down
the middle of Federal Boulevard from Alameda to
Vassar avenues.

intersections and for emergency vehicle access.
Councilman Flynn is urging the city and CDOT to
find resources to extend the medians from Vassar
to the city limit at Floyd Avenue, citing the pending
development on the Loretto Heights campus.

It is the beginning of several upgrades aimed at
improving driver and pedestrian safety on what
is the highest-injury travel corridor in the city.
Pedestrian fatalities on Federal are higher than the
national average for this type of road and traffic
counts. Raised medians help to prevent crossover
accidents. The city has installed them on Federal in
north Denver, and along South Broadway.

The project is part of Denver’s Federal Boulevard
Corridor Plan to make the street safer and more
pedestrian friendly, while serving everyone’s
transportation needs. You can read the Federal
Boulevard Corridor Plan here to see all that’s
in store: https://tinyurl.com/Fed-Blvd. The plan
includes upgraded traffic signals at Florida, Iliff and
Harvard avenues, sidewalk and pedestrian crossing
improvements.

The medians will have breaks in them at signalized

Harvey Park lake to be filled in spring
Work on the
new irrigation
system and other
improvements
in Harvey Park
will last into
the new year,
which means the
lake will remain
drained until
mid-2020.

starting early
this fall. This is
beneficial for
water quality
and overall lake
condition. The
lake level must
be kept low for
all of this work to
go forward. The
project is part
of the overall
Harvey Park
improvements
funded through
the voterapproved
2017 general
obligation
bonds.

Denver’s parks
department is
converting the
water used for
irrigation of the
park’s grass
from treated
potable water
purchased from
A bulldozer works on the site of the new irrigation intake well at Harvey
Denver Water to
Using the
Park.
the raw water
lake’s water
from Harvey Park
for irrigation
Lake. The work currently underway on the southeast
rather than spraying potable water on the grass is a
side of the lake is the construction of the intake pipe
more sustainable practice. Harvey Park Lake is fed
and wet well for the irrigation pumps. A new outlet
with water that flows down the Agricultural Ditch Co.
structure will also be installed on the north side of the
system from Clear Creek in Golden. It flows through
lake opposite Quitman Street. That carries overflow
the private Riviera Lake to the west, also known
water down to Sanderson Gulch.
as Ward Reservoir #5, under a 1957 agreement
associated with the city’s original development of
Workers will also remove sediment from the lake,
Harvey Park and its lake.
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Marketing study begins for South Sheridan
The Council District 2
office, working with the
city’s Office of Economic
Development, has
hired local economic
consultant firm PUMA to
conduct a market and
economic analysis on
the under-utilized South
Sheridan Commercial
Area – the west side
of Sheridan Boulevard
between Jewell and
Warren avenues.
The goal is to identify
economic and business
opportunities for the 64acre site that, among
other things, once hosted
a Target store, movie
theaters, indoor ice rink,
bowling alley, home
improvement store and
a Safeway supermarket.
PUMA met on-site with
Councilman Kevin Flynn’s
community-based
South Sheridan Steering
Committee in May to kick
off the study.
The consultant will
deliver data analysis on
current primary market
conditions, a “gap”
analysis to identify what
business sectors are
appropriate for the area
but are not currently
present, and strategies
and tools for recruiting
such businesses to the site.

The marketing study looking into attracting revitalization to the South Sheridan
Commercial Area looks at the 64 acres bounded by Sheridan, Depew Street, Jewell
and Warren avenues. This map is from the Urban Land Institute’s Technical Advisory
Panel report issued last year.

“We’re building
momentum that started with the Urban Land
Institute advisory panel’s report in February 2018 that
recommended we concentrate efforts on healthy
lifestyles and community spaces,” Flynn said. ULI
followed up with a 14-week class last summer that
produced three separate redevelopment concepts.
PUMA’s first public outreach will be an online survey
asking southwest Denver residents how often they visit

the current businesses, what other businesses they
would like to see, and what other vision they would
have to serve the community.
The survey will be available online. Councilman Flynn
and the steering committee will ensure it is widely
circulated. Participants will be eligible for a random
drawing for gift certificates to Rosemary Café and
Jaime’s Mexican Restaurant.
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The Loretto Academy building, built in 1890, is the most prominent structure on the campus. It is among the
buildings being preserved.

Huge turnout for Loretto Heights meetings
The second community meeting for the Loretto
Heights Area Plan brought 120 people to the campus
on June 1 to react to the initial recommendations for
the historic 70-acre hilltop site.
The initial community meeting in January saw 230
people provide their input, and a follow-on Spanish
language meeting brought in another 30. The goal is
a plan that reflects the community’s vision for how the
former college campus should be developed.
City planners say the attendance in January was
greater than almost any other public meeting they
could recall. You can view the presentation that
was made at the public meeting here: https://tinyurl.
com/LH-Public-Meeting. The presentation from the
June meeting is here: https://tinyurl.com/LH-PublicMeeting-2.
Recommendations include diverse housing options
from single-family units to apartments, serving a
broad range of family income levels; viable ways to

reuse the historic structures on the campus; a mix of
retail and commercial sites such as restaurants and
offices; robust pedestrian and bicycle connections to
the surrounding community while minimizing vehicle
traffic through traffic-calming design; enhanced
transit on Federal Boulevard; expanded tree canopy;
and higher quality design of parks, open spaces and
community gathering areas.
These are just a sampling of the recommendations.
The first draft to be released in June will list them all,
and Councilman Flynn will make it available through
his website at https://tinyurl.com/CM-Flynn-Web and
on his Facebook page at https://tinyurl.com/CMFlynn-FB. Your comments on the upcoming draft will
be considered in the final version.
On the current schedule, the plan should be
complete and before City Council for consideration
in September. You can catch up with all of the past
meetings and progress on the plan here: https://
tinyurl.com/Loretto-Heights-Plan.
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Red light camera expansion on hold
Expansion of Denver’s red light camera program was
put on hold after Councilman Flynn found yellow-light
timing at two of the three new locations was below
engineering standards – in effect, inducing red light
violations. Instead, the city engineers and police
agreed to add yellow time to signals and measure the
effect on reducing red light running.
“I don’t want to photograph accidents, I want to
prevent them,” Flynn said. “When we identify an
intersection with a lot more red light running, that’s
almost always an engineering shortcoming. To put up
a camera without fixing the engineering is not good
public policy.”
The councilman took video of yellow times at the

three proposed new locations. Two of them – 13th
Avenue at Lincoln, and 18th Avenue at Lincoln – had
yellow times below the standard engineering formula.
Yet the signals upstream from those locations had
longer yellow times, which would have lured drivers
into unnecessary and unsafe violations through shorter
yellows when they reached the camera-enforced
locations.
Many cities that have adjusted yellow timing have
taken out red light cameras because violations
dropped significantly. In one case, a city in California
added 1.3 seconds of yellow time at a cameraenforced intersection and saw average violations
plummet from 249 per month to just one violation
every five days.

GULCH CLEANUP

Mar Lee resident Deborah Burgess joins other people from the neighborhood and the tenants of the
Sanderson Apartments, a supportive housing site for chronically homeless individuals, in a recent
semi-annual cleanup of Sanderson Gulch. The cleanups are part of a two-year-old Good Neighbor
Agreement recently renegotiated by the South Mar Lee-Brentwood-Sharon Park Neighbors and Mental
Health Center of Denver to provide with stronger oversight provisions for the facility.
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HIGHLIGHTS
Collector and arterial streets
that will be repaved are:
Dudley/Balsam/Ammons
between Belleview and
Quincy; Belleview between
Wadsworth and Jellison;
Layton/Dudley west of
Wadsworth; Stanford
between Ammons and
Wadsworth; Quincy between
Pierce Street and Sheridan;
Kenyon between Sheridan
and Lowell; Lamar between
Yale and Dartmouth;
Harvard between Raleigh
and Federal; and Jewell
between Sheridan and
Federal.

Parks Manager Happy Haynes and Councilman Flynn try their best to smooth
out freshly placed concrete for the Dartmouth Avenue sidewalks.

BOND PROGRAM SIDEWALKS START
IN BEAR VALLEY

A bond-funded program to build sidewalks along
city properties that have none kicked off citywide
in Council District 2 with the addition of new
sidewalk along Dartmouth Avenue in Bear Valley
Park. Councilman Flynn tried his concrete paving
skills, along with Mayor Michael Hancock and Parks
Manager Happy Haynes. After their handiwork the
skilled workers came in and made it all good.
Thanks to Denver voters who passed seven bond
issues for public improvements in November 2017,
$30.7 million was allocated to building sidewalks for
pedestrian and transit mobility. Of that, $3.4 million is
for sidewalks in Council District 2.

2019 STREET REPAVING SET

Neighborhood streets in portions of Mar Lee and the
Park West/Village West neighborhoods are being
repaved this season, along with collector and arterial
streets spread around Council District 2.
In Mar Lee, it includes all the streets surrounded by
Tennyson, Florida, Lowell and Jewell. In Park West/
Village West, all streets are included except Garrison,
Saratoga and Stanford west of Garrison, which were
more recently repaved.

PROPERTY TAX RELIEF
EXPANDED
TO LOW-INCOME
HOUSEHOLDS

Families with income at or
below 40 percent of Denver’s Area Median Income
can now qualify for a partial refund of property taxes
or annual rent through an expansion of the program
that previously offered refunds only to low-income
elderly or people with disabilities.
The refund program applies to people over 65 and
people with total disability with income of 35 percent
or less of Area Median Income. The expansion applies
to households with a dependent minor child and
earning 40 percent or less of Area Median Income.
Visit https://www.denvergov.org/propertytaxrelief for
more information and to download an application.

TOWN HALL AUDIO AVAILABLE

Did you miss being in on Councilman Flynn’s last
telephone town hall in December? The main topic
was the Loretto Heights plan. You can listen to the
hourlong discussion here: https://tinyurl.com/FlynnTown-Hall-2.
A total of 380 people spent at least part of the hour
on the line listening, asking questions and answering
three polling questions. Councilman Flynn plans to do
at least two telephone town halls each year. You’re
invited to register your mobile phone for future town
halls by texting CD2 to 828282. That puts you on the list
to be called.
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HIGHLIGHTS
SWITCH TO LED STREETLIGHTS
STARTS WITH FEDERAL

Street lights will be getting brighter throughout the city,
starting with Federal Boulevard, as part of the city’s
commitment to safety. Under an agreement with
Xcel Energy, 44,000 street lights across the city will be
converted to LED lighting, which is bright white rather
than the orange glow of existing lights. LED lighting is
also more durable than traditional lighting and uses
less electricity, according to Xcel.
The changeover begins on Federal Boulevard, which
is the highest traffic and pedestrian injury corridor in
the city. While LED lighting is brighter, the city will be
able to make adjustments as needed where it might
be too bright.

CHRISTMAS SERVICE RAISED $1,600
FOR FOOD BANK

The Christmas service at the historic Loretto Heights
Chapel on Dec. 23 raised just over $1,600 for
Community Ministry, the food and clothing bank that
has served southwest Denver for more than 50 years.
More than 200 people filled the chapel for a
short service led by local Pastor James Hoxworth.
Councilman Flynn led a multi-lingual choir that
performed “Silent Night” in the original German,
English, Spanish and Vietnamese, on what was
the 200th anniversary of the composition and first
performance in Austria.

TRASH TEST

NEIGHBORHOOD HISTORIES

Local author Shawn Snow recently published a
book on southwest Denver’s neighborhood histories,
Southwest Denver (2016, Arcadia Publishing).
Councilman Flynn asked Snow to produce a
condensed version of them, and the result was
posted on the councilman’s social media. Now, he
has uploaded them online for your convenience.
Read about how your neighborhoods came to be at
https://tinyurl.com/CD2-History.

FLYNN ELECTED TO DRCOG
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Councilman Flynn was elected in February to the
Executive Committee of the Denver Regional Council
of Governments, as treasurer.
He is one of two Denver representatives on the
DRCOG Board. DRCOG members establish guidelines,
set policy and allocate federal funding among 57
metro-area governments in the areas of transportation
and personal mobility, growth and development, and
aging and disability resources. It has been the regional
planning commission for the metropolitan area since
1955.
Among other things, DRCOG is currently allocating
$240 million in federal transportation funding for
2020 through 2023. That includes $32 million for
regional projects, $9 million of which will go toward
rehabilitation of the 16th Street Mall, and $204 million
allocated to counties and cities. Of that amount,
Denver was allocated $55 million for the next four
years.

The parks department has started a trash pickup
program using barrel-loading vehicles in order to
haul away parks trash more often. The program is
being tested in southwest Denver.
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Community meetings brought record involvement

The first community meeting for the Loretto Heights Area Plan, held
in January, brought out 230 people who were invited to provide their
input and reactions to the initial work of Councilman Flynn’s steering
committee.
City planners remarked that it was the largest attendance at a
planning meeting in their recent memory. The Council District 2
office promoted the meeting through flyers in school students’
backpacks and through distribution of 10,000 flyers door-to-door in the
neighborhoods surrounding the Loretto Heights campus.
Local photographer Mike Flanagan took these photos and gave the
office permission to use them.

